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Abstract 
We consider the problem ofefficiently breaking a graph into small components through the removal 
of edges. One measure of how easily this can be done is the edge-integrity, defined to be the minimum 
sum of the number of edges removed and the order of a largest remaining component, taken over all 
sets of edges. In this paper we present a survey of results concerning this parameter. 
1. Introduction 
For a simple measure of how easily a graph can be broken apart, one need look no 
further than connectivity. However, neither the vertex- nor the edge-connectivity 
measures how easy it is to break the graph into small pieces. A number of variations 
on connectivity have been proposed (for example, see [6] for a discussion of several); 
two that we have found interesting are the integrity measures. With m(G) denoting the 
maximum order (number of vertices) of a component in graph G, the vertex-integrity is 
defined as 
I(G):=min {IX 
xcv 
and the edge-integrity as 
Z’(G):= min { ( S 
SEE 
+m(G-X)) 
+m(G-S)}. 
(As usual, V and E denote the vertex- and edge-sets of G.) The idea is to measure how 
easy it is to have both the number of elements destroyed and the largest remaining 
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component small. Adding the two numbers is one way to take both into account, and 
it is the simplest way, but there are of course other possibilities. In particular, one can 
question the reasonableness of the edge-integrity as a measure because it adds 
numbers of vertices and edges. An obvious alternative would be to assign different 
weights to the two types of elements in order to make them more comparable to each 
other, but there does not seem to be a single more natural choice. The original edge 
version not only has the advantages of simplicity and similarity to the vertex version, 
but it has led to many interesting results, and so it continues to be used. 
Both types of integrity were introduced by Barefoot et al. [6], and they established 
a number of basic results about them. Another who has contributed greatly to our 
knowledge in this area was Goddard, particularly, in his doctoral dissertation [13]. 
Along with him, we wrote a companion survey [4] to this one, devoted to the 
vertex-integrity. Here we will focus on the edge version, while drawing comparisons 
between the two where appropriate. Our general outline will follow that of the earlier 
survey, considering here some basic results, the edge-integrity of trees, connections 
with the diameter and other parameters, complements, products and other opera- 
tions, and complexity and algorithms. 
2. Basic results 
It is clear from the definition that both the vertex-integrity and the edge-integrity 
are nonincreasing with respect to subgraph inclusion; that is, if H is a subgraph of G, 
then Z(H)<Z(G) and Z’(H)<Z’(G). It is also not difficult to see that the vertex- 
integrity never exceeds the edge-integrity, so that if G is a nontrivial connected graph 
of order p, then 
2<Z(G)dZ’(G)dp. 
Stars provide a nice contrast between the two parameters. Removing the central 
vertex from the star K,,, leaves only isolated vertices, from which we deduce 
that Z(Kr,,)=2. In comparison, removing edges from K1,, reduces the order of 
the largest component by only one for each edge, so Z’(Kr,,)=n+ 1, the order of 
the graph. 
On the other hand, the two parameters behave very similarly for paths: for the path 
with n vertices, Z(P,) =r2-] - 2 while Z’(P,) =[2&1- 1. The argument for I’ 
goes this way: If r edges are removed from P,, then r + 1 components remain, and one 
of them must have at least n/(r+ 1) vertices. Therefore, 
n 
Z’(P,)>min r+- 
I i 1 r+l . 
Using calculus, we deduce that this minimum is at least r 2&- 1 1 An elementary 
construction shows that paths achieve this value. 
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Table 1 
Vertex- and edge-integrities of some common families of graphs 
Graph 
G 
Vertex-integrity 
r(G) 
Edge-integrity 
I’(G) 
Complete graph K, 
Null graph KP 
Star K1,, 
Path P, 
Cycle C. 
Complete bipartite graph K,,, 
n-cube Q. 
P 
1 
2 
rzJn+ll-2 
r2J;;i-1 
1 +min{m, n} 
(?) 
P 
1 
n+l 
r2Ae-1 
r2J;;i 
m+n 
2” 
Table 1 summarizes the vertex- and edge-integrities of some common families of 
graphs. (The vertex-integrity of the n-cube remains elusive; however, it is known [8] 
that it is in general less than the conjectured value of 1+2”-i.) 
3. Trees 
It is interesting that for both parameters, paths and stars are extremal among trees, 
but their positions are reversed. A path has the greatest vertex-intergrity among trees 
of a given order and a star the least, while a path has the least edge-integrity and a star 
the greatest. In both cases, we have an ‘intermediate value theorem’: For any integer 
r between Z’(P,+ i) and Z’(Ki,,), there is a tree Tof order n + 1 having edge-integrity r, 
and similarly for the vertex-integrity. In both cases, every intermediate value can in 
fact be achieved by a ‘comet’, a graph obtained by identifying one end of a path with 
the center of a star. 
Barefoot et al. [7] also showed that if a tree has equal vertex-integrity and 
edge-integrity, then it is of order n2 or n(n + 1) for some integer n. For paths, equality 
holds precisely for these values. 
We next consider the edge-integrity of trees in more detail. It follows from the 
subgraph property and the value of the edge-integrity of a star that for a graph G with 
maximum degree d(G), Z’(G)2 A(G)+ 1. We will argue (see [2]) that equality holds 
for any tree T of order p for which A (T) > p/2. 
Let A(T)=d >p/2 and let u be a vertex of degree d. Assume that T-u consists of 
r trivial components and s nontrivial ones, among which the largest has order k. Then, 
counting the vertices by components, we find that p 3 1 + I + 2(s - 1) + k. Since d = r + s 
and p < 2d, it follows that k <I + 1. Let S be the set of s edges joining u to the nontrivial 
components. Then m(G-S)=r+l, so I’(G)<JS(+m(G-S)=s+r+l=d+l. When 
combined with the general bound above, this gives the desired result, as stated in (a) 
below. 
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k-l vertices [$?e< ] k-l vertices 
Fig. 1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a tree of order p and maximum degree A. 
(a) Zf A ap/2, then Z’(T)= A + 1. 
(b) ZfA<p/2, then Z’(T)<(p+3)/2. 
Statement (b) is best possible in the sense that for each integer p 2 5 there is a tree 
T of order p with A(T)<p/2 and Z’(T)=L(p+3)/2]. Examples are given in Fig. 1. 
However, in these cases A(T)=L(p- 1)/2 J, and it appears that better bounds are 
possible for fixed values of A(T). In particular, when A(T) = 2 we know that 
Z’(T)< 2Jj (in fact, Z’(T) =r 2&- 11). Furthermore, we have shown that if 
A(T)= 3, then Z’(T) <y r 2fi 1. However, we expect that the constant can be 
asymptotically improved. We have more to say about finding the edge-integrity of 
a tree in the section on algorithms and complexity. 
4. Relationships with other parameters 
In this section we will investigate some connections 
integrity and its edge-connectivity and diameter. 
4.1. Edge-connectivity 
between a graph’s edge- 
We have already seen some good lower bounds on the edge-integrity of a graph: 
Z’(G)aZ(G), 
Z’(G)Zr 2&l-- 1 if G is connected, 
Z’(G)> A(G)+ 1. 
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We obtain a lower bound in terms of the edge-connectivity by an argument much like 
that used to determine the edge-integrity of paths. 
Let G be a graph of order p having edge-connectivity 1. Let S be a set of edges of 
G and let k be the number of components of G-S. Then if k > 1, m(G - S) 3 p/k and 
1 S 13 k1/2. Minimizing the sum of these two expressions yields the expression included 
in the following theorem (see [2]). 
Theorem 4.1. If G has edge-connectivity 122, then 
I’(G)2min(r@ 1, P}. 
This bound is clearly not best possible in the case A= 1, but cycles show that it is 
sharp for 2 = 2. It is also sharp for any 2 > 2 as we now demonstrate. Let G be obtained 
by taking 2 + 1 copies of K, with n := ( “: ‘) and then joining each pair of copies with 
an edge. For this set S of additional edges, both 1 SI and m(G-S) equal n, and so 
I’(G)<m, the lower bound of the theorem. 
4.2. Diameter 
It is not difficult to determine those graphs with small edge-integrity: 
(a) Z’(G)= 1 if and only if G is a null graph (i.e. m(G)= 1). 
(b) I’(G)=2 if and only if m(G)=2. 
(c) I’(G) = 3 if and only if m(G) = 3 or G has exactly one component of order greater 
than 3 and it is the path P4. 
These results could be extended further, but the other end of the range of the 
edge-integrity is much more interesting. Define a graph to be honest if its edge- 
integrity equals its order (i.e. honest graphs are those of the highest integrity). It 
follows from the following result [l] that ‘almost all’ graphs are honest. (As an aside, 
we note that this suggests that the concept may not be as potentially useful in studying 
vulnerability as was once thought.) 
Theorem 4.2. Every graph of diameter 2 is honest. 
Proof. Let G be a graph of order p and diameter 2, and let S be a set of edges that 
achieves the edge-integrity: i.e. I S I + m(G - S) = I’(G). Then every edge in S must join 
vertices in different components of G-S. We consider three cases, depending on the 
numbers of edges in S at vertices in G. 
Case (i): Some vertex v is on no edge in S. Then all of the neighbors of v lie 
in the same component C of G-S as v itself. Since G has diameter 2, it follows 
that for’every vertex w not in C, there is a 2-path wxv in G, and the edge wx must 
belong to S. Consequently, 1 S 1 >p - 1 C I. Since m(G - S) > 1 C 1, it follows that Z’(G) >p 
in this case. 
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Case (ii). Every vertex is on at least one edge in S and some vertex is on exactly one, 
say u is on only edge e=u~ in S. Let C(U) and C(u) denote the components of G-S 
containing u and u respectively. For any vertex w in neither of these components, then 
(as in case (i)) there must be a 2-path wxv and the edge wx must be in S. Furthermore, 
each vertex y in C(U) must also be on an edge in S different from any of these. Since no 
S-edge joins vertices in the same component, it follows that 1 S 1 ap- 1 C(u) 1, and so as 
before I’(G)=p. 
Case (iii). Every vertex is on at least two edges in S. In this case, it follows at once 
that 1 S I >p. Since this exhausts all possibilities, the proof is complete. 0 
This theorem is best possible in that among graphs of order p and diameter 3, some 
have edge-integrity p and others less than p. However, the following approximate 
lower bound has been established [9]. 
Theorem 4.3. If G has diameter 3, then 
I’(G) of, 
where 
f(p)“$pz’3-+p1’3. 
Consider the graph obtained by taking s copies of KS2 and joining each pair of 
copies with an edge (as in the previous subsection). This graph has order s3, diameter 
3, and edge-integrity 3s2/2-s/2, so the bound in Theorem 4.3 is essentially attained. 
Turning to graphs of diameter 4, consider the following example G of order r2: Take 
r copies of K, and join one vertex in one copy to one vertex in each of the others. The 
set S of these r- 1 edges yields m(G-S)=r, and so I(G)<2r- 1. But this equals the 
edge-integrity of the path of the same order, which is the minimum possible edge- 
integrity. This example can be appropriately modified to show that for any p 2 5, there 
is a graph of diameter 4 whose edge-integrity is the minimum possible among all 
connected graphs of order p. 
As evidenced by the n-dimensional cube, the converse of Theorem 4.2. is far from 
being true. However, there are limits on the diameter of an honest graph with 
p vertices, and it follows from the next result [9] that the order of the upper bound is 
G(Jsp). 
Theorem 4.4. The smallest number of vertices in an honest graph of diameter d is 
2n2, ifd=4n-3; 
2n2 + n, if d=4n-2; 
2n2+2n+1, ifd=4n--1; 
2n2+3n+1, $d=4n. 
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5. Unary operations 
5.1. Complement 
The following result [3] is the basis for most of the results on the edge-integrity of 
a graph and its complement. 
Theorem 5.1. If G is a graph other than P,, then G or G is honest. 
Corollary 5.2. Every self-complementary graph other than P, is honest 
Together with some of our earlier results, this theorem provides us with exact 
Nordhaus-Gaddum bounds for edge-integrity. 
Theorem 5.3. For any graph G, 
(a) p+l <Z’(G)+Z’(G)d2p; 
(b) p<Z’(G).Z’(G)<p’. 
The lower bounds follow from the previous theorem; they are achieved (only) by 
complete and null graphs. The upper bounds are obvious and are sharp for p> 5. 
Among others, they are achieved by self-complementary graphs. For p = 2,3,4, the 
sharp bounds are 2p - 1 and p(p - l), respectively. 
5.2. Powers 
By the subgraph property, there is monotonicity for the edge-integrity of the powers 
of any graph: 
Z’(G)<Z’(Gz)<Z’(G3)< ... 
Clearly, equality holds throughout if Z’(G)=m(G), and in particular for all honest 
graphs. Beyond this, Goddard proved the following result (private communication). 
Theorem 5.4. ZfZ’(G)=Z’(G2), then Z’(G)=m(G). 
Corollary 5.5. Zf G is connected and not honest, then Z’(G)<Z’(G’). 
6. Binary operations 
6.1. Union 
For this operation, results are similar to those for the integrity. It can readily be 
seen that if G has enough components close in size to the largest one, then 
Z’(G)= m(G); in particular, if G =nH with n am(H)- 1, then Z’(G)=m(H). This last 
observation also follows from the following result, due to Laskar et al. [14]. 
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Theorem 6.1. ZfG=nH, then Z’(G)=min,.,(,,{nIRI+m(H-RR)}. 
General bounds for unions are given in the next theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. If G = uy= 1 Gi, then 
max Z’(Gi)~Z’(G)6 i Z’(Gi)-n+l. 
I i=l 
The two bounds are equal, and hence sharp, for any graph consisting of one honest 
component of order p-n + 1 and n - 1 isolated vertices. 
6.2. Join 
Since the join of two graphs has diameter 1 or 2, it must be honest, so we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 6.3. For any graphs G and H. 
Z’(G+H)=IGI+IH(. 
6.3. Product 
This is the most interesting operation as far as edge-integrity is concerned. We begin 
with the case where one of the graphs is complete [l]. 
Theorem 6.4. For any graph G 
Z’(Kn x G)= nZ’(G). 
Since the n-cube is the product of K, and the (n- 1)-cube, we have the following 
consequence of this theorem (stated earlier). 
Corollary 6.5. Z ’ (Qn) = 2”. 
Our next result gives general bounds (here 6(G) denotes the minimum degree). 
Theorem 6.6. For any graphs G and H, 
(a) Z’(G x H)>max{(l+6(G))Z’(H), (1 +d(H))Z’(G)}; 
(b) Z’(GxH)<min{IGIZ’(H), lHlZ’(G)). 
The lower bound was established by Goddard (private communication) while the 
upper bound is a consequence of Theorem 6.4, both bounds are sharp, and, in fact, are 
equal for K, x K,. 
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Among product graphs, some that have been of particular interest are the grid 
graphs, for which there are the following results [lo]. 
Theorem 6.7. For any r and s, 
Equality holds if either I = s2 or r = s = t3 for some integer t, among others. 
If one of the factor graphs is a short path or cycle, then a corollary of Theorem 6.4 
provides exact results. 
Corollary 6.8. For any graph G, 
(a) Z’(P2 x G)= 21’(G); 
(b) Z’(C3 x G)= 31’(G); 
(c) Z’(C, x G)=4Z’(G). 
However, similar results need not hold for other graphs, since, for example, 
Z’(P, x K1,3)= 11. On the other hand, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.9. (a) Z’(P3 x P,)= 3Z’(P,), for all n; 
(b) Z’(C5 x C,)= 5Z’(C,), for n23. 
We conclude this section with an extension of an observation of Laskar et al. [14] 
based on the fact that the complements of most products have diameter 2. 
Theorem 6.10. Zf 1 G I> 2 and 1 H I> 3, then G x H is honest unless G = K2 and H = K3. 
7. Complexity and algorithms 
As is true of so many interesting graph measures, the determination of both the 
vertex-integrity and the edge-integrity is NP-complete. These results were established 
by Clark et al. [ 1 l] in the vertex case, and by Fellows and Stueckle in the edge case 
[12]. More formally, the following decision problem is NP-complete. 
Edge-integrity 
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k 
Question: Is Z’(G) < k? 
However, when the integer k is fixed, the decision problem is known to have an 
0(p2) algorithm, and the following decision problem is of that order. 
k-edge-Zntegrity 
Input: A graph G 
Question: Is Z’(G) < k? 
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This result depends on the Robertson-Seymour theory of minors and uses the fact 
that the family FL of graphs whose edge-integrity does not exceed k is closed under the 
two operations of replacing a graph with a subgraph of itself and ‘lifting’ two incident 
edges of the graph. That is, FL is a ‘lower ideal in the immersion ordering’. (It is not 
true that F; is a lower ideal in the minor ordering. In contrast, the corresponding 
family for vertex-integrity is a lower ideal in the minor ordering but not in the 
immersion ordering.) 
Thus, the overall picture for the computation of the edge-integrity is reasonably 
complete; however, interesting questions remain concerning specific families of 
graphs. The most significant such case is that of trees, where we have an algorithm [S] 
for computing the edge-integrity in time 0( p3). It works from the end vertices towards 
the center and has the feature that for a given number M a minimal set S of edges is 
found for which m(G-S)< M. By repeating the procedure for values of M in an 
appropriate range, the edge-integrity is found. 
With this, we conclude our survey of the edge-integrity of graphs. 
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